Hydrangea Innovations

Beauty + Performance + Ease = Success!

The innovative 2023 indoor floral collection from the Hydrangea Breeders Association brought to you by Aldershot Greenhouses and Ball Ingenuity combines beautiful blooms with optimal plant habits that really perform leading to success not only for the grower and the retailer but also for the consumer making them thirsty for more! A winning equation!

- Upgrades to the traditional look
- Bi-colors that will truly perform in production
- Jaw dropping vibrant colors and purest whites
- Unique flower forms

Arriving at your door in the finishing pot size, transplant labor is no issue. **Simply unload on your benches and start growing!**

Ordering these beauties couldn't be easier. Exclusively available through Ball Seed, contact your Ball Seed Representative or book from live inventory online through Webtrack!

Ordering Information

- 4.5” Pots - 360 pots per pallet
- 6” Pots - 216 pots per pallet
- Minimum order - 1/2 pallet
- Available weeks: 50 - 26

Exclusively available from Ball Seed shipping from Aldershot Greenhouses located in Burlington, Ontario.

Seeking other HBA hydrangea varieties? Look to Webtrack for the full listing from Aldershot Greenhouses to compliment these exciting Ball Ingenuity exclusive varieties.
Tips for Hydrangea Growing Success

Forcing Tips

- Average crop time is approximately 11 weeks.
- Different factors can contribute to the bloom time. Temperature can be used to increase and decrease the rate of growth.
- Spacing should occur 2 weeks after forcing begins, important to space on time.
- Average day and night temperatures of 66 degrees F (19 degrees C) is ideal.
- As days lengthen and sunlight quality improves, bloom time will become faster.
- Be sure to apply aluminum sulfate to blue varieties at a minimum of five applications.
- B-9 is the most commonly used PGR, best applied earlier in the crop time to avoid decreasing bloom size.
- Do not allow hydrangeas to wilt especially in the later stages of flower development. This can result in irreversible damage to the flowers and leaf margins.

Flower Development Stages

- 8 Weeks to sale buds are dime size
- 6 Weeks to sale buds are nickel size
- 4 Weeks to sale buds are quarter size
- 2 Weeks to sale sepals begin to show color

For full cultural details, contact your Ball Seed Sales Representative or call Ball at 800-879-BALL.

Order at ballseed.com/webtrack

Talk to us.
Ball Seed: 800 879-BALL
Ball ColorLink: 800 686-7380
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